What extracurricular activity(s) would you like to see offered at your school?

culinary classes, law classes, beauty class, financial aid classes,
5/9/2015 8:28 AM View respondent's answers

MESA, GATE, BOWLING
5/5/2015 10:33 AM View respondent's answers

dance class or art or quior or book club
4/1/2015 6:00 PM View respondent's answers

dance class or art or quior or book club
4/1/2015 5:59 PM View respondent's answers

Anything but anything
3/23/2015 10:10 PM View respondent's answers

flokorico sorry I don't know how to spell it
3/14/2015 10:06 PM View respondent's answers

World Culture
3/12/2015 11:56 PM View respondent's answers

chess club
3/11/2015 6:16 PM View respondent's answers

chess club
3/11/2015 6:16 PM View respondent's answers

LaCrosse
3/10/2015 1:42 PM View respondent's answers

art dance
3/6/2015 10:42 AM View respondent's answers

I enjoy the ones we have.
2/26/2015 9:43 PM View respondent's answers

art classes and dance I have
12/16/2014 7:37 PM View respondent's answers

Cooking, yoga, dance,
12/15/2014 9:02 PM View respondent's answers

Home ed
12/11/2014 6:55 PM View respondent's answers

What current activity would you like to see improved? How would you improve this activity?

GATE. GATE classes for GATE students.
5/5/2015 10:33 AM View respondent's answers

drama and I would improve it by doing more stretches like vocal warm ups or acting warm ups
drama and I would improve it by doing more stretches like vocal warm ups or acting warm ups

Everything

Orchestra. More instruments.

track by getting better equipment

track by getting better equipment

I don't know nothing.

more basketball teams, art, more music options piano, vocal lessons, girl scouts

Walking club. By giving better rewards for getting 10 or 20 laps done

What keeps you from participating in extracurricular activities?

my grade keep me from joining.

N/A

too much money

too much money

Teachers

things that I don't like in the activities

They are fun and a good way to pass time.

nothing
nothing
3/11/2015 6:16 PM View respondent's answers

JTED classes and work
3/10/2015 1:42 PM View respondent's answers

the kids
3/6/2015 10:42 AM View respondent's answers

I wish there was a cheerleading team at my school.
2/26/2015 9:43 PM View respondent's answers

I have activities after school
12/16/2014 7:37 PM View respondent's answers

Didn't make the team, not available in younger classes
12/15/2014 9:02 PM View respondent's answers

Not being able to get the class that I wanted to do so I get put into something else that I'm not interested in
12/11/2014 6:55 PM View respondent's answers

How important is extracurricular activities to you?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Answer Choices</th>
<th>Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not At All</td>
<td>6.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat</td>
<td>6.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Important</td>
<td>53.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremely Important</td>
<td>33.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What kind of tutoring/support activities would you like to see at your school?

math,
5/9/2015 8:28 AM View respondent's answers

GATE, MESA, ETC.
5/5/2015 10:33 AM View respondent's answers

a glee/singing club and social studies and science tutoring and a book club
4/1/2015 6:00 PM View respondent's answers

a glee/singing club and social studies and science tutoring and a book club
4/1/2015 5:59 PM View respondent's answers
None
3/23/2015 10:10 PM View respondent's answers

softball or mariachi
3/14/2015 10:06 PM View respondent's answers

3/12/2015 11:56 PM View respondent's answers

a advanced language group because gate is mostly math
3/11/2015 6:16 PM View respondent's answers

Math tutoring
3/10/2015 1:42 PM View respondent's answers

dance
3/6/2015 10:42 AM View respondent's answers

Homework help
2/26/2015 9:43 PM View respondent's answers

just a lot more activities besides sports
12/16/2014 7:37 PM View respondent's answers

My structure, class schedules conflicted with the need example math was on Fridays same as pspe club,
12/15/2014 9:02 PM View respondent's answers

It would be nice to have tutoring available everyday in the after school program. For instance if I'm assigned to go to Dance class after school and I really need help on homework that I was given to in class that day, that I could have the option to either go to dance or go to tutoring class for that day this would definitely help me to keep up in class or/and improve my grades
12/11/2014 6:55 PM View respondent's answers